Across
1. The colors in this old rug are ____ and dull.
6. With my sore foot, I can ____ walk.
8. Our car gets good ____ on long trips.
12. A ____ dancer never moves clumsily.
16. We need a ____ for our old oven.
18. His personality is so ____ that we never know what to expect.
19. I am not ____ you for being late.
20. My bike was ____ buried in snow.

Down
2. She was ____ sorry for her error.
3. I made a mistake and asked for ____.
4. We planned the surprise party ____.
5. Stop ____ me about my new haircut!
7. Have you ____ the pie into four pieces?
9. The good news caused much ____.
10. I love my ____ puppy!
11. He moved up to the ____ tennis class.
13. Mom can ____ read without her glasses.
14. Is the torn bag still ____?
15. The ____ park has two new rides.
17. A ____ wind knocked down our big tree.